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Noting variability around epilepsy burden estimates, Fiest et al.1 aimed to provide “a 

comprehensive synthesis of the prevalence and incidence of epilepsy from published 

international studies.”1 This article, which may be widely cited, is problematic.

The authors omitted at least 2 references that meet the study’s search criteria (appendix e-1)1 

but not its exclusionary criteria (figure 1).1–3 The authors noted the possibility of missing 

other studies (i.e., from Australia), but did not adequately account for this discrepancy 

relative to efforts around conducting a comprehensive synthesis.

Despite some acknowledgement of the heterogeneity of the estimates of active period 

prevalence (figure 2) and incidence (figure 3, A and B), based on I2 statistics close to 100% 

and statistically significant Q statistics, the authors still reported pooled estimates.1 These 

latter estimates misrepresent the extreme heterogeneity evident in the figures. At minimum, 

the authors should more clearly indicate and discuss the unreliability of these pooled 

estimates to alert readers about the possible misuse. Readers might consider citing the range 

of all or country-specific estimates when referencing study outcomes.

Further, the authors miscited reference 167 (appendix e-3) used in figure 2,1,4 which should 

instead be referenced as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.5
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